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ContextContext

•• ESPONESPON
–– AppliedApplied research targeted to policyresearch targeted to policy--makersmakers
–– IdentifyIdentify the territorial trends in Europethe territorial trends in Europe

•• INTERREGINTERREG
–– Foster crossFoster cross--border and transborder and trans--national conational co--

operation of regionsoperation of regions
–– Implementing EU spatial development Implementing EU spatial development 

objectivesobjectives



ESPON/INTERREGESPON/INTERREG

•• Lately, attempts to connect the two Lately, attempts to connect the two 
communities, via studies or seminarscommunities, via studies or seminars
–– Objects of interest are the same (EU spatial Objects of interest are the same (EU spatial 

development policies)development policies)
–– Different interpretations of the conceptsDifferent interpretations of the concepts
–– Different ways to use the conceptsDifferent ways to use the concepts



ESPON/INTERREGESPON/INTERREG



ESPON 1.1.1.ESPON 1.1.1.
Polycentricity in focusPolycentricity in focus

Concept of polycentricityConcept of polycentricity
•• Two complementary aspectsTwo complementary aspects

–– Morphology (number of cities, hierarchy)Morphology (number of cities, hierarchy)
–– Relations between urban areas (networks, flows, Relations between urban areas (networks, flows, 

coco--operation)operation)

•• Polycentricity is opposed to:Polycentricity is opposed to:
–– MonocentricityMonocentricity (concentration)(concentration)
–– Urban sprawl (unstructured continuum)Urban sprawl (unstructured continuum)



Different issues at each Different issues at each 
spatial levelspatial level

•• Macro level (Europe):Macro level (Europe):
–– Promote several Promote several global integration zones global integration zones in addition to in addition to 

the Pentagonthe Pentagon

•• Meso level (interMeso level (inter--regional):regional):
–– Integrate city regions, enhance functional Integrate city regions, enhance functional 

complementarity complementarity 

•• Micro level (intraMicro level (intra--regional):regional):
–– Improve economic performance trough improved links Improve economic performance trough improved links 

and better coand better co--operationoperation



ESDPESDP
The perfect scenario?The perfect scenario?



Learning from ESPON 1.1.1.Learning from ESPON 1.1.1.

•• Measuring polycentricity is unachievableMeasuring polycentricity is unachievable
•• At best, one can assess the At best, one can assess the potentialpotential

for polycentricityfor polycentricity
•• Contradiction between European Contradiction between European 

polycentricity and national balancepolycentricity and national balance
•• Polycentric development objectives can Polycentric development objectives can 

conflict at different scalesconflict at different scales

•• Polycentric development as an ‘open Polycentric development as an ‘open 
concept’concept’



PolycentricityPolycentricity in INTERREGin INTERREG



PolycentricityPolycentricity in INTERREGin INTERREG



PolycentricityPolycentricity in INTERREGin INTERREG



INTERREGINTERREG
Focus on Focus on polycentricitypolycentricity



Polycentric development inPolycentric development in
INTERREG projectsINTERREG projects

•• 3 3 mainmain themesthemes identifiedidentified in in projectsprojects’ ’ objectivesobjectives
•• Spatial Spatial structurestructure of the of the territoryterritory
•• Economic Economic developmentdevelopment
•• GovernanceGovernance

•• CrossedCrossed with the with the threethree territorial territorial scalesscales
•• MicroMicro
•• MesoMeso
•• MacroMacro



Aspects Aspects of of polycentricitypolycentricity

•• UnlikeUnlike the the programmeprogramme documentsdocuments, , littlelittle
explictexplict mentionmention of of ’polycentricity’’polycentricity’ in the in the 
projectsprojects’ ’ objectivesobjectives

Polycentric regional 
structure 

Spatial integration of 
trans-national zones 

Functional integration 
of metropolises

Compact city structure 
in peripheral nodes 

Developing GIZ

Connection to global 
markets

Networks of 
innovation/

Competence centres

Develop economic 
profiles of regional 
sub-centres 

Integrated spatial 
development 
instruments 

Promoting growth 
initiatives 
(Revitalisation) 

Joint strategies for 
development 



AspectsAspects of of polycentricitypolycentricity



Learning from INTERREG Learning from INTERREG 
projectsprojects

•• Polycentric development implies the Polycentric development implies the 
identification of relevant issues and challenges identification of relevant issues and challenges 
for each territory by its actorsfor each territory by its actors

•• Process of developing a more proProcess of developing a more pro--active attitude active attitude 
to local economic development in a larger number to local economic development in a larger number 
of nodesof nodes

•• INTERREG enables participating regions to INTERREG enables participating regions to 
identify a strategy for the development of identify a strategy for the development of 
their territorytheir territory

•• Internal structureInternal structure
•• Position in a wider territorial contextPosition in a wider territorial context



Mutual learningMutual learning

Basis for territorial analysis 
(for benchmarking between 
regions for example)

How to use concepts in 
practice

Improve the policy relevance 
of the recommendations for 
the local/regional actors

Relevant case studies on 
polycentric development in 
practice

Input for policy thinking and 
trans-national co-operation

Concepts meaningful to 
practitioners


